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wamono groove store is a dealer of rare groove and soulful vinyl, rare groove and soulful vinyl, rare
groove and soulful vinyl and dubplates. its release includes a special dedication to chintam that he is

a huge fan of rare groove and soulful vinyl! chintam is a regular at the vintage vinyl festival circuit
(tokyo, nagoya, and other cities). he is also a dj and works at the blow up shop as a vinyl dealer,

vinyl buyer, and dj. chintam is a vinyl aficionado and is a collector of rare groove and soulful vinyl. he
is the dj at the blow up shop and also has an extensive collection of rare groove and soulful vinyl.

chintam is a regular at the vintage vinyl festival circuit (tokyo, nagoya, and other cities). he is also a
dj and works at the blow up shop as a vinyl dealer, vinyl buyer, and dj. chintam is a vinyl aficionado
and is a collector of rare groove and soulful vinyl. the first album by weather report was made with
the notable exceptions of wayne shorter (second bass) and cornell dupree (saxophone), and they

were all on leave. so, they brought in substitute musicians and recorded the album in one day. they
had another album to go, but it was the last one, and it was also recorded in one day. everything

was done in one day. the band members had become so used to recording in that time, they didn't
even bother with a take-over. the album's title track is another one of the best ones by the band. it's

very well written, with a good melody. the arrangement is in a fairly straight-forward jazz style,
which makes the lyrics even more effective. the lyrics are similar to the lyrics on another weather
report song, "maiden voyage". "maiden voyage" was actually a remake of the song "chantez moi"
from the album of the same name. one could say that "maiden voyage" is a remake of "maiden

voyage". (ks)
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